
Ionic vs. Covalent Bonding 

How to Know What Ones Which 
Introduction: Alright so you have seen a lot of compounds and molecules throughout the year. We 

have talked about these things so much, but we are still missing a big piece of the puzzle.  
What We Should Already Know About Those Pictures: 
 NaOH is probably a Base because of the OH 
 HCl is probably an Acid because it starts with an H 
 Calcium makes a +2 ion (cation) and Oxygen makes a -2 ion (anion) 
 H2 is a molecule because it has two of the same elements, all the others are 

compounds because there are 2 or more different elements.  
 

BUT HOW ARE THEY LIKE CONNECTED TOGETHER??????? There is a BOND which is essentially energy that holds them 
together!!!! And that ya’ll, is what we are trying to learn about.  
 THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF BONDS!!!!  They are named…… Ionic Bonds & Covalent Bonds.  

 

Ionic Bond:  

is a bond that forms when two oppositely charged ions are attracted together by electrostatic forces?  
Remember an electrostatic force is the push/pull when opposite attract (+ & -) or when likes repel (+ & +) or (- & -) 
 
 So when a Sodium atom transfers an electron to a Chlorine atom, they both become Ions  
 Sodium loses the e- and becomes charged +1 
 Chlorine gains the e- and becomes charged -1 
 These opposite charges attract each to each other and form a bond between the sodium and chlorine ions.  
 Once together the +1 and the -1 charges cancel each other out and the sodium chlorine compound is neutral. 

 
 

FORMULA: There is only one Sodium ion needed and 1 chlorine ion needed so the formula for this compound is NaCl 
 
How do you know its Ionic? We know the compound sodium chloride is an ionic compound for two reasons.  

1. It is a bond formed by the attraction of oppositely charged ions! 
2. It is a bond between a Metal and a Non-metal.   

a. Remember metals are on the left of the periodic table  
b. Nonmetals are on the right of the periodic table  
c. They are separated by the stair step line of metalloids.  

 
But what about if it isn’t so neat and pretty? 
 like if a metal ion with a +3 charge like Aluminum 
 bonded with a non-metal ion that forms a -2 charge like Oxygen.  
 It would bond the exact same way, opposite charges attract 
 but there would need to be more than 1 of each ion to cancel out the charges. 

o You would need 2 Aluminums & 3 Oxygens 

o This would form the compound Al2O3  
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COVALENT BONDs: This is a Bond that forms between two non-metals. 

Non-metals all form negative charged ions like O-2 & N-3 so these are not going to be attracted to each other, they would 
actually repel each other because they have like charges. So they CAN NOT BOND BY FORMING IONS. 

 

 So to make a covalent bond they don’t form ions at all…… 
  they share electrons instead of gaining and losing them, and sharing is caring.  
 Remember why atoms would form ions in the first place?  

o Yes, that’s right to get a full valence electron shell: a total of 8. 
 So if two non-metals want to bond they cannot transfer electrons to get to 8 like a metal paired with  a non-

metal could do!!!!! 
 Soooooo…….. yep, you guessed it, they have to share to get to 8 valence electrons, no gaining and no losing 

electrons allowed. When sharing both atoms technically have possession of all valence electrons.  
 
Basic Review 

Ionic Bond: TRANSFER ELECTRONS (gain or lose) 

 bond between + and – ion because they attract  
 (this happens between a metal & a non-metal)  

Covalent Bond: SHARE ELECTRONS (kind of like a compromise) 

 bond between two nonmetals that are NOT ions. 
o If they were ions they would repel (- & -) 

 They share valence electrons to fill their shell.  
 

3 types of covalent bonds: 
 Single Covalent Bond: They share 1 pair of electrons (2 total electrons being shared)  
 Double Covalent Bond: They share 2 pairs of electrons (4 total electrons being shared) 
 Triple Covalent Bond: They share 3 pairs of electrons (6 total electrons being shared) 
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So here is the deal!!! 
You have to be able to look at a picture or formula and tell me if it is an IONIC Compound or a 
COVALENT compound.  
 

Ask yourself 2 questions… 
1. Is there a metal? If so its IONIC, If NOT then its COVALENT  
2. Are Electrons Being Transferred and Ions being made (IONIC) if not its COVALENT 

 
 

 

    


